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In [3] H. Mine and Y. Tabata give a new optimality criterion for discrete- 
time Markovian sequential decision processes with finite state space. The 
authors motivate their criterion by its availability for both the discounting 
case and nondiscounting case, and by this fact they conclude its effectiveness 
comparing with the existing criteria. For definitions see [3]. 
EXAMPLE 1. A Markovian decision process with a stationary p-optimal 
policy which is not R-optimal, 
s = (11, 4 = ia, % ?-(I, a) = 1, r(1, b) = -1, 
40 I 194 = 40 I 1, b) = 1, 
i.e., Fig. 1. 
FIGURE 1 
Of course the stationary policy ?T =f”(f(l) = a) is p-optimal for every 
/3 E [0, 1); but f” is not R-optimal because comparing with the other sta- 
tionary policy r’ = (f’)” (f’( 1) = b), we have 
lim inf# = -1. 
N+or, NT 
In this example there is no R-optimal stationary policy (cf. [3, Theorems 1 
and 51). 
Apparently the R-criterion fails with the negativity of the V/(W); but also 
for strictly positive v/(T) the R-criterion is not available without further 
considerations as the following example shows 
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EXAMPLE 2. S = (1,2,3,4, 5,6}, FI = {a,b}, Fi = {a}, i # 2. (The 
other data you find in the Fig. 2.) 
FIGURE 2 
The two existing stationary policies are 
?l =f”, f (4 = a, 
7T’ = (f’)“, f'(2) = b, f'(i) = a, i # 2, 
with the total expected returns: 
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 . . . 
V,(d 2 13 2 13 2 13 2 . . . 
Vi(Q’) 2 4 12 4 12 4 1 2 . . . 
and therefore (beginning at state 1) 
liminfR=G and liminfw=+ 
N-m NT N--l NT 
(cf. [3, Theorem 71). 
It seems to be necessary to restrict the application of the criterion of Mine 
and Tabata to Markovian decision processes with positive returns. 
Setting r’(i, a) = -min{r(i, a) 1 i E S, a EFJ + r(i, a) the returns of the 
new problem are nonnegative but a R-optimal policy of the new problem in 
general is not R-optimal for the original problem. 
FIGURE 3 
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EXAMPLE 3. (See Fig. 3.) 
r’(1, u) = 3, r’(1, b) = 2, r’(2, a) = 1, Y’(3, a) = 0, 
i-r =p, f(i) = a, 
5-r’ = (f’)“, f’( 1) = b, f’(2) =f’(3) -= a. 
beginning at states 1 or 2. (V,’ significates the total expected return of the 
new problem), but 
lim inf!!Idfl= 1 
N-= V,(n) 2 
beginning at state 1. 
If the returns are positive it is not difficult to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. If rr* is an optimal policy in the sense of the average cost crite- 
rion [2, p. 61 then rr* is a R-optimal policy. 
Proof. It is shown that a policy rr which is R-better then a policy r’ 
(and not R-equal) is also better (and not equal) in the sense of the average 
cost criterion. (In this case there exists a R-optimal policy.) 
& V,(n) 
1 < liminf* = liminf 1 ,< l’ 
im inf $ VN(77) 
NV 
E vN(n’> lim inf $ VN(7r’) ’ 
I.e., 
lim inf $ V,(~T) > lim k V,(n’). Q.E.D. 
The above theorem shows that the applicability and efficiency of the 
R-criterion is very restricted; furthermore we can see Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 2. Blackwell’s criterion [l, p. 7211 is available both in the dis- 
counting case and the nondiscounting case. In the discounting case (with discount 
factor LX) the Blackwell optimal policies are a-optimal. 
Proof. Only the second proposition needs a proof. 
Let VT* be a Blackwell-optimal policy, i.e., Vfla(n*) > Vea(z) for all ,8 
with /3,, < /3 < 1 and all policies r, i.e., 
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VB is continuous in j3 and 
lii V+yr) = V”(7r) 
exists (because of the discount factor 0 < (Y < 1). 
It is known that Blackwell’s criterion is very sharp. 
Q.E.D. 
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